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45 +Satisfied Clients




91%Repeated Clients




10 +Certified Employees




1500 +Completed Projects




10 +Countries












OUR SPECIALITY
We offer custom software development, Web Applications & Mobile Apps development.









CUSTOM SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
At Maven Infotech, we specialize in helping our customers develop custom desktop and web applications, CRMs, ERPs using the latest technologies. Our expertise includes Laravel, CodeIgniter, ZEND framework, MERN, Vue JS, and jQuery. In addition, we provide post-delivery support, maintenance, and future enhancements to ensure the continued success of our customers’ applications.





WEB DEVELOPMENT
At Maven Infotech, we specialize in developing websites, customer web applications from scratch for our customers using PHP, Woocommerce, Prestashop, Laravel, and CI. Additionally, we offer SaaS-based solutions like Shopify and Ecwid to meet our customers’ specific requirements and future visions. Our team also provides comprehensive web development services, including CRM and automated back-end systems, to help vendors streamline their business operations and reduce laborious manual tasks, saving them significant amounts of time.





BUSINESS APPLICATION
We develop customized Business Applications, CRMs considering the unique requirements of vendors, customers; whether it’s an end user business application or an enterprise. We deliver flexible and highly secure solutions making customers’ business more worthwhile.





MOBILE APPLICATIONS
At Maven Infotech, we can help you leverage your business by creating a custom mobile application for iPhone and Android users. Our experienced team specializes in developing mobile apps and games using technologies like Flutter, Node and React, tailored to meet your unique requirements. We use the latest industry best practices to deliver high-quality, user-friendly mobile apps that provide an exceptional user experience. Let us help you take your business to the next level with a customized mobile app solution.





DEDICATED TEAM
Maven Infotech provides the dedicated team for grow your business development as per the project size and deadlines. Maven Infotech makes use of advanced technologies and tools for completing all projects successfully and at the least possible price.





Testing & QA
At Maven Infotech, we understand the importance of delivering high-quality applications that perform at their best. That’s why we have a dedicated team of testing and quality assurance professionals who use industry-standard tools and methodologies to ensure that your application meets the highest quality standards. We use a comprehensive approach to testing and debugging that includes manual and automated testing to identify and fix errors. Our goal is to ensure that your application is reliable, secure, and delivers a seamless user experience to your customers.












OUR MOST ATTRACTIVE CASE STUDIES
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Chat GPT – AI Engine




Artificial Intelligence: An ISRAEL-based client invited Maven InfoTech to develop AI Engine based Chat GPT extension for their website. AI Engine is a plugin that helps users connect their websites to AI services like Open AI’s CHAT GPT. Users need to generate the API Key & Configure the AI services as per their needs into the OpenAI account and they need to fill that key into this chat GPT extension….Read More
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The Biking Marketplace Automation




Marketplace, Ecommerce For Shopify, Woocommerce & Prestashop: Maven Infotech Team helped the US-based client to develop the marketplace automation system which connects their vendors with Shopify, Prestashop & woocommerce using the IXXO cart system from a single place and provides various services such as two-way real-time sync of products & orders with inventory management….Read More
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Diamond Merchants – Jewelry e-Shop – New Zealand




Custom Jewelry: Finding the right kind of diamond jewelry as per budget is not an easy job. Because of the busy life and work pressure, it is highly difficult to visit each and every jewelry shop to buy the diamond jewelry. Even if the customer visits all the shops, there is no guarantee that he or she will find the jewelry with right design, good quality, and affordable price….Read More
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Multi-channel, Multi-vendor E-commerce Marketplace




Retail & eCommerce: Maven Infotech team helped the client (Vendor) to make a multi-vendor marketplace platform and instant for them saving a huge amount of time. Our team helps to create the multi-vendor platform that permits different sellers to unite in one web store and get an individual virtual counter. On that vendors can provide a wide range of goods, but they have to pay….Read More
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SAP – Ecwid Order, Inventory Synchronization




e-Commerce, CRM: Belgium based client had requested Maven Infotech Team to develop back-end script that connects their e-Commerce store with SAP – ERP using Ecwid and SAP APIs. The script enable functionality that sends real time orders, status to the SAP database and also keep the stock updated both the side. System also flag on/off for the delivery once the payment receives successfully….Read More
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My Holidays – Mediterranean Yachting Holidays




Travel & Hospitality, Online Yacht Booking: Developed Yacht boooking web portal for Greece based client. Yachting can offer you unlimited options where customer can enjoy to the fullest the freedom and privacy. Alternatively , enroll to our experience sailing offer for unforgettable sailing memories with professional skippers for Meltemi sailing , Corinth canal crossing, scuba diving….Read More
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Approach of Sofware Development







Requirement Gathering
We will analyze the project requirement in depth and will create the functional specification document (FSD).





Project Plan
Maven Infotech team will help you to find the best suitable approach for your requirement and create the actionable project plan.





Design
Under the design phase, we will share the high level software/application architecture to make sure we are on right track to start the implementation of the project.





Implementation
Based on approved Technical Design by all the stack holders team will start the Implementation by dividing into to small milestones to meet the Project Plan.





Testing
Our Quality Assurance Team will validate and verify each and every aspect of the application to make sure we meet the Functional Specification Document.





Deployment & Maintenance
We will make the application Live after User Acceptance Testing has been completed. Steady state support will be provided after successful deployment.












Client Testimonials
WHAT OUR HAPPY CLIENTS SPEAK ABOUT US AND WHY THEY KEEP COMING BACK















“My company has been working with India based Maven Infotech for six years now. We have used them for a variety of projects like Golf course online booking to customized video and audio plugins to highly sophisticated data driven website interfaces.

Nirav has been my point of contact with Maven Infotech since the beginning and has become an integral part of our project team. He is a consummate professional and an excellent communicator, always providing a timeline and progress reports on all open projects.

Maven infotech has done wonderful work for us. Always extremely competent and work fast and our clients are always 100% happy with the final product. India has become a global leader in outsource software development for both cost competitiveness and a diversity of high-quality software services. We can’t imagine working with anyone but Maven Infotech for these reasons and much more!!” – Seequinn INC – USA














Maven Infotech successfully completed e-Commerce platform using 3rd party API integration from Booking.com.

Industry: Travel & Hospitality, Online Yacht Booking

Maven Infotech conceived an online platform using Joomla, Booking Manager that helps client to have unlimited Yachts in the listing page with their availability. Loading thousands of data from admin panel and manage it was ongoing and time consuming task. Maven Infotech has implemented 3rd party platform Booking Manager with all the automation using APIs, webhooks that provided by Booking Manager.

maven-infotech.com/custom-app-development/my-holidays















From simple site changes to a ground up build, Nirav has done an exceptional job on all our projects! He communicates, responds quickly, and gets everything done in a timely fashion! I know it’s scary to hire an overseas company, but Nirav has been great over the last year and we will continue using him for years to come! Thank Nirav for all your hard work! 🙂





CaSandra Azmann - CFO at Blown Glass CollectiveFlorida , USA




I had the pleasure of working with Nirav, during which time he was always incredibly responsive, professional and on the ball. Thank you so much for all of your assistance, Nirav! Truly looking forward to the opportunity to work with you again in the future.





Amanda Selck - Sr. On-boarding Specialist at Ruby ReceptionistsMissouri, USA




I am delighted to have found Nirav and his WordPress expertise. When Radix Software made the call to switch CRM/Marketing Automation platforms, we needed someone who could pick up our existing website and rebuild it in WordPress. Nirav and his team built a custom theme and ensured all functionality was replicated in the new environment. He has been very patient with me in working through every last detail (even those that stay ‘behind the scenes’).





Lois JewellBrisbane, Australia




Nirav is an excellent development parter, he is thorough, in everything he does, nothing is too much for him, even multiple adjustments to the spec whilst in progress. They have made many laborious tasks automated and instant for us saving a huge amount of time. 

We would be lost without Nirav & Maven InfoTech!!





Tim StededordLondon, United Kingdom




HIGHLY RECOMMENDED! High quality work, super-responsive, highly reliable, and also very very nice. I’d recommend Nirav and his team to any person who is looking for(very) high quality programmers. While they may not be the cheapest, they are worth any cent and you will not regret working with them.





Asaf N.UK




Nirav and his team have been WONDERFUL to work with! I wasn’t sure what to expect as this was my first project with Maven InfoTech, but Nirav gave me complete confidence right away, responding to all of my emails thoroughly and professionally, and was a great listener and communicator during our Skype meeting. I sent him the blueprints for the project I needed to have done, he returned a very reasonable quote and deadline, and they delivered on the day they promised with everything looking fantastic! I recommend them highly, and feel fortunate to have them as my new go-to team for future projects!! Thanks SO MUCH, guys!!





Jeanne QuinnUSA




I had the privilege of working with Maven Infotech and they did not fail me a single time, his team is highly organized, goal oriented and hard working perfectionist always ready to put all his energy and stamina to get the job done. Well educated and energetic.





Jorge ValenciaColombia




Nirav has been excellent to work with. I originally hired his team to work on a plugin for my personal website, however I was so pleased with their work that I now go to him any time a new project comes up that I would like assistance with. He is professional, courteous, communicates well and is prompt in his replies. I would recommend him





Peach PellenUSA




It has been a pleasure working with Nirav and his team. He is accommodating and will always go out of his way to ensure that his customer is satisfied with the result. Will certainly work together again.





Irena BegelforAustralia




We worked with Maven Infotech to create the website for our startup. Nirav was extremely helpful and patient. He provided an excellent service and made sure we got the website we wanted. We will certainly be hiring him again in the future for further work.





Paul ChurchGermany




They have brilliant developers and project manager with many years of experience! Project manager is extremely enthusiastic about his work and has a keen eye for detail. He always has a creative, positive outlook and he’s good at organizing and patient with people learning new CMS. If you need a website or App built without bugs, or simply need help fixing problems with your website or App hire this team! They’re the best!





Jenn CompeauDublin




Very solid communication. My project required attention to detail and complicated programming. I’m happy with the end result and will be working with Maven Infotech on future projects.





Michael KaufmanUSA




I’ve worked with Nirav and his team on a number of projects over a few years time. They are always my “go to” when there’s a development problem that we can’t figure out. I’ve always been impressed with his professionalism, speed, and the fairness of his rates. I would recommend him highly to anyone looking.





Kasim AslamUSA
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Why Maven Infotech?






Maven Infotech is an established IT consulting company located in Ahmedabad, India and Amstelveen, Netherlands. Maven Infotech is providing a wide range of custom IT solutions for clients across the globe.

Maven Infotech has been in the IT industry for around more than 8 years and boasts of a strong team of skilled experts and developers with a wealth of experience. We cater for a wide range of clients from individuals and small businesses to large corporate companies seeking custom IT solutions for their online ventures.

Maven Infotech was founded 8 years ago with the vision and mission of making, off-shoring and outsourcing of IT solutions affordable while maintaining the quality. Since then, we have grown from a small company to a huge enterprise.

We embark in providing custom web and application design and development to customer from all over the world. Our services meet and exceed the quality expectations of our clients, and we have clients from many countries.

At Maven Infotech, we are driven by a code of work ethics, and we strive to satisfy our customers fully. We have majorly focused on affordable quality when it comes to outsourcing and as such our prices are very friendly.



GET IN TOUCH




Name * 
E-Mail * 
Budget * Select Budget
0-5000 USD
5001-10000 USD
10000+ USD


Phone No. * 
	 Message *	 

    3 + 0 = ?    Please prove that you are human by solving the equation *    


This contact form is deactivated because you refused to accept Google reCaptcha service which is necessary to validate any messages sent by the form.
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Contact Us
			Maven Infotech – India

F/903 – Titanium City Centre,

Nr. Sachin Tower, Prahladnagar,

Ahmedabad: 380 015, India

Phone/WhatsApp: +91-9913612210

Maven Infotech – Netherlands

KvK-nummer – 69580111

NL: +31-(0)20 363 85 50 (Call or WhatsApp)
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										Request a Free Quote?


					

			
			
									




			
			
				
					Hello,

Tell us about your project requirements. Our executive will get back to you as early as possible. You can also drop an email to info@maven-infotech.com to schedule a call.

Regards,
Maven Infotech
				

			

		
		
	


















































				